Ground operations, best practice.
1. This presentation covers most aspects of the ground operations
needed to sustain our flying operations.
2. These will be used in conjunction with briefings, demonstrations, and
supervised activity, carried out on the field while we are operating,
(collectively referred to as “field briefings”) to introduce you to our
ground operations.
3. Eventually when you feel confident and skilled enough you will
assist with these operations.
4. You will receive separate training for log keeping and signalling in the
D.P van, carrying out daily inspections of gliders, and driving the
winch.
5. The ground operations training topics that you have covered will be
recorded in a form (“green card”) attached to your flying training, presolo white card.

Never let yourself be pressurised
into carrying out any ground
operation before you feel confident
or knowledgeable enough.
You may always ask to be put in
touch, on the field, with a ground
operations trainer.

Parking gliders 1 -vulnerable parts of a glider.
Any fabric covered parts.
Canopy – never left open
and unattended. Always
locked when closed. Do
not touch transparent
part as this leaves grease
marks.
Airbrakes – do not
use for pulling glider.

Tailplane – no
lifting or pushing.

Wing trailing edge

Parking Gliders 2
Composite glider

No tyres on wingtips

Non-composite
Wind over
trailing
edge.

Into-wind wingtip on ground
weighted with tyre (s).
Wind over
trailing
edge.

Tyre wedged
under nose.

Downwind
wingtip
on ground.

Tyre alongside
tailskid/ wheel.

Tyre
wedged
under
nose.

When placing tyres on wingtips never more than two one
above the other; if very windy place a third alongside. Ensure
tyres are only applying pressure to plywood and not fabric.
Check no stone under tip before weighting it with tyres.

Rudder
lock

Tyre alongside
tailskid.

Moving gliders
Manually

Towing

Wind

Wind

Only authorised
person to drive
tractor!

Note handlers on opposite sides
of tow rope so easier if wing tip
being held needs to be changed.

= no push or lift.
Notes
1.Only one wingtip held – this must be the into-wind wingtip. The holder steers the glider.
2.Pushing backwards – pushers only on wing leading edge close to fuselage. If tailskid fitted and
tail held off the ground use the handles provided – no lifting or pushing against the tailplane.
3.Pulling forwards – If tail handles fitted then glider pulled using these. If composite glider with no
handles push against fuselage adjacent to trailing edge. Never push against trailing edge of wing.
With great care the canopy can be opened a few inches and a pull exerted along the straps or
against a suitably strong structure – best left until experience gained.
4.Towing – One person holds into-wind wingtip and steers the glider to follow the tractor.
Another walks in front of the wing close to the fuselage to ensure glider does not overrun tow rope
and is in charge of tow. When tow starts this person must be very careful that glider does not run
into them. Wing held must be changed if a turn brings wind onto the other wingtip – see next
slide.

Ensuring the into-wind wingtip is always held.
See numbers for sequence of actions to keep into-wind tip held.

B
1

3

4

“My wing!”

A

2
“Your wing”

C

Red arrows shoe wind direction.
Same sequence for changing wing
holders when glider being pushed.

1. The Wing-tip Runner

At the launchpoint never
handle, pick up, stand on, or
be close to a cable when a
launch is being signalled for
the other cable. Treat cables
with caution ALL OF THE
TIME

The Wingtip Runner
•The role of the wing tip runner is to run with, and support, one of the
glider’s wing-tips, in order to keep the wings level, as the glider
accelerates at the start of its take-off run.
•The job looks simple, but is vital to the safety of the launch.
•Go to the wing tip indicated by the launch marshal. Check, in that
location, you are not standing close to, or on the cable not in use, and
will not have to run over it when you run with the wing tip. Move it
clear if necessary.
•When the Launch Marshal bends down to attach the cable, raise or
lower your wing tip to tilt the glider, to make this easier.
•Once the cable has been attached, lift the wing tip until you think the
wings are level. If the pilot wants you to adjust the height of the wing
tip, he/she will indicate this. Keep an eye out for a signal.
•Take up a stance that will allow you to run when the glider starts to
move, and be prepared to do so.

•Once the glide starts to move do your best to keep up with the wing tip, at the
same time keeping the wings level without holding back on the tip.
•As the glider gains speed the tip will eventually move from your hand.
•However long the this takes, you must continue to support the tip while
you are able. If the wing tip is released too soon, it might drop to the
ground and if the glider then accelerates, a dangerous accident could
occur. Do not hold the wing tip back.
•Some gliders have small holes in their wing tips to enable them to be tied
down in strong winds. Never put a finger in one of these, nor the slot
between the aileron and wing.
•If when you are holding the wing-tip before the glider has started to move,
you have to oppose a substantial upward or downward force to keep the
wings level inform the Launch Marshal.

Ground operations
best practice,
Topic group B

Tractor Driving
1. No one is to drive a tractor until they first have received a briefing from a
member already experienced in its use. Always ensure you know how to stop
the engine of the tractor you are to drive.
2. If you have been told the handbrake doesn’t work, come to a stop with engine
running and tractor in gear; stop the engine and let out clutch pedal. Do not
get off a tractor until you are completely satisfied it has stopped moving
and will not move of its own accord (e.g. when on sloping ground).
3. If while in use a tractor is brought to a halt, the driver must ensure that it is put
into neutral, with the driver’s foot off the clutch. No one must be allowed
to approach a tractor whose engine is running unless it is in neutral.
4. Only the driver is allowed on open tractors. A passenger is permitted
to travel in the enclosed tractors but only when the doors are closed and in such a
manner so as not to impede the driver’s view or control of the vehicle.
5. Tractors must be fully D.I.ed at the start of the day (check tyres, brakes, fuel, oil).
Any problems to be reported to Duty Manager.
6. When driving towards people/aircraft/vehicles/buildings remember that brakes
are unreliable and can fail. Therefore reduce power early and aim to clear, or
stop well before an obstacle.
7. On slippery ground tractors may not respond to full lock.

8.. Never stand directly behind a tractor (e.g. when it is being reversed to
hook up to the DP van) or between the front and rear wheels.
9.When you finish towing a glider, always wind the rope in before driving off.
Sequence is
1)As towrope released from glider, tractor must be in neutral, foot off
clutch, footbrake on.
2)Check rope is clear of the glider and any person.
3)Drive forwards a few feet so rope is clear of the glider and its handlers and the
tractor will not impede the glider if it is turned.
4)Tractor in neutral, coil rope and hang it from the tractor.
5)Look to see it is clear to drive away.

3. Retrieving a glider
Going to the glider.

At the launch-point ensure there is rudder lock with the tractor, and a tail
dolly if the glider requires one. Before setting off carefully check for gliders in
the circuit, on finals, or being launched, that you might delay or put at
hazard. This requires a thorough lookout.
If glider to be retrieved is a solo machine, arrange for someone to walk to it
to help with the retrieve or ride with you in the Tonka.
Sequence of moves when you reach the glider.

Tractor parked at
wingtip, and if K8
or K13 rudder lock
attached.

Glider turned, with your
assistance if flown solo (switch
off and leave tractor in gear
while doing so). Move tractor
to front of glider.

Tractor in neutral, stay on
tractor, tow rope taken to, and
attached to glider by someone
else.

Pilot in charge of tow,
maintains lookout and plans
safe and convenient route back
to launch point. Walks in front
of glider to prevent it running
forwards. Note on opposite side
of rope to wingtip holder so if
tips being held have to change
towrope doesn’t need to be
crossed.

Wingtip holder, steers glider to
keep nose pointed at tractor.
Tractor driver
follows pilot’s
instructions
and adjusts
speed to comfort
of walkers.

Note
•Tractor in neutral until driver instructed to move by the pilot.
•Tractor driver must keep checking for instructions from the pilot.
Because of the noise of the tractor these will be visual ones. Except in an
emergency the tractor driver must not use his/her initiative on when to
turn, or stop.
•When launch point reached and pilot signals you to stop, put tractor
in neutral until rope is released, check no-one near towrope then pull
out of way before coiling it as already described. Retrieve rudder lock and
place back on tractor.

The head of a person attaching a towrope to a glider comes into close
proximity to the leading edge of the glider’s wing. If the glider should
move forwards when this is being done a very serious injury could
result.
This is why the tractor must be in neutral. Best leave job of attaching
towrope until you are more experienced, but even then be very
cautious.
When walking in front of the wing of a glider being towed remember it
might move forward suddenly, more that expected, particularly when
starting the tow and the tractor driver is setting an appropriate speed.
Walk slightly ahead of the wing unless it is in danger of over-running
and then be aware of the danger when restraining the glider.

Clears the
field for a
launch
ASAP, also,
once the
glider is at
the
boundary it
maximises
the area for
landing

If no
gliders to
launch this
path keeps
field clear
for
landing.

If the glider is
in the middle
of the field, and
another is
spotted in the
circuit, the
pilot of the
glider you are
retrieving
might decide to
clear the area,
either by going
to the eastern
boundary , or
to the central
track.

Gliders
launching
from
Beacon
side

If no gliders
airborne
then this
route is the
quickest to
clear the
field for a
launch.

Gliders
launching
from
Beacon
side

If a glider is
soon to land
then this
route keeps
the landing
area clear.

•Remember, the glider’s pilot is in charge –
although you can always prompt a decision!
•Everyone with the tow must contribute to the
lookout. If you see another glider in the vicinity
of the field draw the pilot’s attention to it.
•The pilot might decide the glider being
retrieved should be moved ASAP to assist a
glider that is clearly intending to land. All
members of the tow should stay alert for such
an instruction.

•Check before setting off that no gliders are landing, or about to take off,
that you might impede – a good lookout is vital. Arrange for helper if
glider flown solo. Rudder lock and tail dolly?
•Park tractor at glider’s wing tip. Help to turn glider if flown solo.
•Re-position tractor in front of glider. Ensure it is neutral until towrope
attached and pilot signals you to start the tow.
•When start signalled by pilot follow his/ her instructions back to the
launch point. Keep your eyes open for gliders in vicinity of the field.
•Remember pilot is in charge of tow. Do not change direction or speed
unless signal from him/ her. Keep checking for signals from pilot.
•Tractor in neutral when towrope released at launch point. Pull carefully
out of the way before stopping, switching off in gear, and then coil the
tow rope.

1.Going to get the cables.
1. Get a briefing from the driver you are relieving.

2. Ensure the tractor is equipped with a radio and you know how to
use it.
3. Check to ensure tractor carries weak links and you know how to
replace a broken one.
4. Is a glider about to be launched, or have both cables been used?
5. The cable tractor uses the perimeter track to get to the winch. This
may require it to cross parts of the field used, or over flown, by
gliders. In certain wind conditions it may be exposed to danger from a
falling cable. It can also, unnecessarily, hold up a launch. All these
points are shown in the annotated picture on the next slide. Be
aware!
6. If waiting on the apron to go to the winch at the top of the field
while a glider is being launched, wait until the cable has been drawn
into the winch before setting off, otherwise if it breaks it may come
down on you!
7. If ever in doubt that it is safe to leave the apron radio the winch.

A Tractor on perimeter track of
narrow part of field will delay
a launch. If going to winch at
top end, wait on apron. If
going to winch at bottom end
wait until glider(s) launched.
Launching from 30,
tractor setting off to
go to the winch
crosses beneath
approach path of
gliders. Lookout!

Launching from 12, Beacon
side, a tractor setting off to
go to the winch crosses
beneath the approach
path of gliders. Lookout!
Don’t be tempted to
“chase” a glider being
launched up the narrow
part of the field. A broken
cable could fall on you.
Wait on the apron until it
is safe.
Launching from
12, strong west
wind can cause
cable to drop close
to this tractor’s
route.

2. Towing out the cables. Ideal situation (drawings not to scale).

Wind

OR

The driver must endeavour to keep a straight track from the winch to the launch
point. As soon as you set off, aim at the point between the launch point markers. If
this is done, although a slight curve may be produced in the lie of the cables, it will
not be significant.

Danger when cables laid with a significant curve.

Note; at start of launch when cable straightens, there is a danger it will cross the
other and pick it up. The launch may fail after the glider is airborne. If when you
reach the launch point, you think you may have a produced a curve in the cables
that could cause this to happen, inform the Duty Manager.

“What do I do if a weak link breaks when towing
the cables?”
Twang!

!

Stop tractor, and reverse slightly to take tension off other cable. With
tractor in gear, stop engine, get out and detach that cable. Spread cables so
tractor can reverse between them.
Reverse back to cable with broken link and fit a new one (Yep! Make sure
you know how to do this). Re-attach cable to tractor.
Call winch driver to check if O.K. to move, and tell him/her that
you will drive forwards to other cable, re-fit it and then call
again for permission to continue. If affirmative reply, do so, then
if affirmative reply after cable re-attached, have a good lookout,
and resume the tow.

When towing always keep a good lookout and know what is in the circuit.
Remember gliders can approach from any direction.
If the tow is likely to impede a landing you must stop. Except in an emergency
slow down gradually to prevent loops being thrown from the winch drums.

Before moving off again you must radio the winch driver to check that it
is safe to do so.

Should I always stop if a glider is landing?
It is a matter of judgement, that will improve with experience. If in doubt,
stop. However if it is very obvious that the glider will land well away from
the line of the tow, or stop before it is near you, then continue.
Winch

Remember,
if one has
landed,
there might
be another.

Tractor

Glider on finals

If you do
stop don’t
forget to
clear it with
the winch
before you
re-start the
tow, and
have a good
look out, all
around.

1. Stop a short distance from the gliders. The distance is not
critical, but must be close enough for the cables to be
pulled to the gliders, but not so close that people
launching a glider on one cable have to come close to the
other, unused cable lying on the ground.
2. As you approach the launch point, start to decelerate when
about 20-30 metres from stopping point. This is to allow a
gentle deceleration of the winch drums. A sudden stop
may cause loops of cable to be thrown from the drums.
3. Once the tractor has halted, reverse slightly to allow the
tension to be taken out of the cables. Make sure the tractor
is in neutral before people approach it to remove the
cables.

Bits and bats.
•When you arrive at the winch to pick up the cables, park behind it. When it is in use
there is a danger from falling, or broken cables. Sit with the winch driver in the cab,
or if that space is taken get in the enclosed cab of the winch tractor.
•The first time you pick up the cables, follow the winch driver’s instructions, and
observe his/her actions; on subsequent visits you can help to attach the cables to the
tractor. Only use the weak links attached to the cable for that purpose.
•Do not attach the weak links to the tractor except at the attachment points
provided.
•Drive at a gentle jogging pace.
• Very occasionally it is clear that a glider is going to land across the cables you are
towing.
1. Stop the tractor and reverse it slightly to remove tension from the cables.
2. Once glider has stopped only re-commence the tow if the glider is clear
of the cables, and only after getting clearance from the winch.

The launch marshal takes responsibility for controlling the launch and some
aspects of its safety. His/her essential tasks are 1. To ensure launch area clear, (no tyres lying on the ground, people,
tractors, etc).
Any visitors strayed from the vicinity of the DP van?
A trained person is running with the wing.
2.

To ensure the cables are correctly laid, and one is safely attached to the
glider (see later slide).

3. To carry out a thorough air and ground visual search, to ensure it is safe to
launch the glider (later slides).
4. To attach the cable (correct weak link) to the correct hook and launch the
glider, using the standard signals.
5. To stop the launch, if necessary, at any time prior to the glider leaving the
ground.

1.Ensure the cables are laid out correctly.
If necessary this cable pulled away from launch path of other glider, so it will
not be over-run during that glider’s ground run (even if glider veers towards
it), nor be close to wingtip runner, nor run over by him/her. The shock rope,
weak link, etc are left where they were taken from the tractor until this glider
is to be launched.
End only taken to glider when
glider is ready to be launched.
No bow in cable i.e. glider and
cable aligned.
Parachute and shock rope laid so will not tangle. Correct weak link
for glider type.
If L.M. is concerned with the way the tractor driver has laid out the cables between the winch
and the launch point he/she should discuss this with the pilot and D.M.

2. Attach cable.

When ready to launch ensure there is no excessive bow in the cable and the correct weak link is fitted
(next slide). Pull it out to the glider from where it has been taken from the tractor and hold it up to show
pilot you are ready to attach it. When pilot asks for cable, respond with “Brakes and canopy closed and
locked?”, if affirmative attach cable to the winch launch hook (some gliders have another for aero-towing.
This will be shown to you on the field, as will the operation of a glider’s hook and how to attach the
cable).

Pilot may request a specific colour, otherwise as below.

Colour

Glider type

White

Olympia

Blue

Single-seaters.

Red

K.13

Black

K.21, Duo Discus.

If in doubt ask the pilot.

Lookout.
•The L.M. has full responsibility for lookout in those areas not visible to the pilot, and
assessing if they are clear enough for a launch to proceed. Also when the visibility is poor,
it is easier for the L.M. to spot an aircraft even though it is in the pilot’s field of view. Point
out any hazard to the pilot ( “Do you want to launch with that there?”).
• Anyone can stop a launch, and a L.M. has every right to refuse to launch a glider, if
he/she thinks it would be dangerous.
Look for –
1. People on the field who are vulnerable because of their location.
2. Tractors or other vehicles on the field.
3. Gliders that have recently landed or are being towed to the launch point. Are you sure
that a glider has not landed and is in the dip (dead ground) in the middle of the field?
4. Gliders that have joined the circuit. While there might be time for a launch, a launch
failure might result in a conflict.
5. Any other aerial traffic that might conflict with the launch.
Before signalling, the consequences of the launch failing, with the possibility of
the cable falling anywhere within the field (cross-wind?), must always be borne
in mind.

If in doubt wait, or ask the Duty Manager, or get information from those in the
control section of the DP van.

DP
van

L. M. ahead of, and to one side of glider,
clear of its ground run, with maximum
possible view of the field in front of the
glider and the surrounding airspace.
When operating from 12 able to see both
ends of footpath. When signalling can
watch the cable, glider, and the sky
behind it.

L.M. faces towards winch at start of lookout to
check 180 degrees of ground and sky, in front of
the glider.
L.M. turns to face the opposite way
to check 180 degrees of the sky
behind the glider before signalling.

When signalling, L.M. able, by turning
head, to watch cable and glider, DP
van and airspace behind glider.

So sequence of lookout is –
1.Airfield in 180 degree arc ahead of the
glider.
2.Sky in 180 degree arc ahead of the
glider.
Now turn around
3. Sky in 180 degree arc behind the
glider.

So, things you might spot when doing the ground search scan.
Tractor
on track

Not O.K., wait until
clear.
Glider on apron

O.K. Unless wind could carry a cable onto the
apron .
Glider
just
landed

Not O.K.!
Wait until
it is
moved.

Glider.

O.K.!

People or vehicles
on boundary
track

O.K.!

Is there a glider invisible in the
dip?

Not O.K. This glider must be
moved. Enquire further before
launching e.g. Get DP van to
radio winch to ensure this.

This area
potentially
dangerous

Glider waiting
to launch

Launch
marshal

Cable tractor
on track in
danger.

Always
check
before every
launch!!!

L.M.

Visitors on path
walking between
clubhouse and launch
point in danger.

And then
anything
on the
field.
Then search the air
in front of and
behind the glider.
Footpath with stiles at both ends,
visitors may wait at stiles, but outside
our field, in danger. Make sure they
have crossed and then moved away,
before launching.

Looking out for aerial traffic.
• In the air, the narrow band along the horizon is most important. When
on the ground, search must be from boundary fence upwards.
• While most circuits are standard, gliders and other traffic may approach
from any direction, and height. That is why search must be 360
degrees.
• When at bottom end, gliders on (non-standard) low approaches, or low
base legs, may be obscured by trees. Check carefully.
• Gliders and other traffic may have ground behind them (e.g. Parlick as
background), so less easy to see. Also glider may be coming straight
towards you e.g. somebody coming back from the hill, low down!
• Just because you’ve seen one glider/aircraft, it doesn’t mean there aren’t
others.
• However impatient a pilot is to catch a cumulus, there is no prize for
quickest launch. The lookout must be thorough.
• Also maintain a listening watch. The first indication of a powered
aircraft approaching the site might be the sound of its engine.
Whenever one is heard, identify its origin before deciding to launch.

There is plenty of scope for conflict between gliders landing and
those taking off.

Tracks of
gliders launching.

Some possible
tracks of gliders
landing.

1.

Once all clear, with back still to winch, shout “All clear above and behind!”, and start
signalling to the DP van signaller – your trainer will show you the signals when on the
field.

2. It may be some time before the winch responds and the cable starts to tighten. If the
delay is more than a few seconds then check the airspace around the airfield again. If
you are informed by the DP van that there is a problem at the winch, give the stop
signal (see below) and check the glider has released the cable before approaching it.
Repeat the standard procedure to re-start the launch.
3. Watch the cable as it tightens.
4. When it is taut and all of the slack has been fully removed, shout “All out!”, and
swing the same arm through an arc above you head.
5. As the glider accelerates, turn to watch it, continuing to signal, being prepared to give a
stop signal if necessary.
6. If at any time from the start of signalling it is necessary to stop the launch, shout “Stop!”
and hold your arm vertically upwards (see next slide for additional material).
7. Continue signalling until the glider has rotated into the climb.

• The stop signal is a shout of “Stop!”, with one or both arms held
vertically upwards.
• If the glider starts to accelerate and then slows and over-runs the
cable, a stop signal must be given immediately. This is in case
the end of a cable that has back-released has been taken into the
wheel box and jammed there, or on any other part of the glider.
• If a wingtip drops to the ground then stop the launch
immediately.
• Anyone can give a stop signal. If the L.M. Hears “Stop”! called,
before glider has left the ground, he/she must give a stop signal.
• If a launch is stopped for any reason the full procedure must be
undergone to restart it. If the end of the cable has moved away
from the glider the Duty Manager will take charge to re-start the
launch.

The DP van can obscure a lot of
airspace from the L.M.’s lookout.
Van

L.M.

Phew!!

This should be
checked by the
signaller in the D.P.
van who backs up
the L.M.’s lookout.

Summary
1.Launch point clear with trained wing-tip runner.
2.Cables laid correctly. The one to be used, with correct
weak link, is safely attached to glider.
3.Correct position, and thorough air and ground search –
face ahead first and then turn around to complete the
search.
4.Take up slack signal until all of the slack has been fully
removed, then all out. Signal until glider rotating into the
climb.
5.Stop immediately, with a shout and raised arm, if a
hazard and the glider is still on the ground,.

